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PERFORMANCE
EXPERIENCE

MUSICAL INFLUENCE
Jules has performed alongside of an array of
diverse and talented musicians. Having shared
the stage with several grammy award-winning
artists, members of groups such as Edward
Sharpe & The Magnetic Zeros, Elephant Revival,
and several others- Jules - Jules is a musical
gheko who is able to meld with a variety of
sounds, while also always delivering a
performance that is uniquely true to herself.

SOUL FOLK
Jules has a unique vibe blending a roots, folk,
soul, and blues feel to create her signature
soul-folk fusion sound. Each performance is fully
crafted from start to ﬁnish to leave the audience
with a sense of interconnectedness and lasting
inspiration. With musical accompaniment, Jules
delivers improv style spoken word and
inspirational speaking. She is gifted with an ability
to channel one of a kind transmissions, unique to
each audience and performance experience.

WHO IS JULES SCHROEDER?
Jules is a powerhouse drawing inspiration from artists
like Amy Winehouse, Adele, Janis Joplin, and Norah
Jones to create her own fusion of what she calls,
“soul-folk”. Her musical abilities cascade from soulful
rhythms to folk, to blues, to upbeat pop tunes. Inspired
by her experiences of love, death, and freedom, Jules’
music transports the audience through an emotional and
timeless journey.
Having performed at the United Nations, SAP Next Gen,
and has shared the stage with several Grammy-winning
artists. Jules has been ranked by Inc. Magazine as #1 of
the “Top 27 Female Entrepreneurs Changing the World
in 2017” and one of the “Top 40 Millennials To Follow in
2018ʺ. She is a musician and visionary on a mission to
inspire people to create a life by their own design.
Jules’ voice is distinguished by her unique and
memorable sound and her ability to create lyrics and
inspirational messages in-the-moment for each live
audience. She is currently getting ready to release her
third album, “Portal” which will be available in May of
2019.
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BACKGROUND
Jules has always been a natural-born leader who has believed in serving
something larger than herself. It wasn’t until she had a near-death
experience a few years ago after a wake boarding accident that she had a
direct encounter with that “something” and got connected to what her
work on earth was really about.
She was coming out of the MRI in the hospital room and saw a white ﬁgure
come towards her and a council of six black-shadow members. Jules heard
a voice that said “You have more work to do here, do you want to do it?”
They thought her neck may have been broken and she may have been
paralyzed. She said yes, “As long as I don’t come back as a vegetable” and
was instantly zapped back into her body and felt this energy forge her neck
back together and shoot down her spine.
Since that moment Jules has been clear her life is being being through her
rather than by her. With this vision she created Unconventional Life, a
Forbes column, top-ranked podcast for entrepreneurs, and live-events
companies encouraging others to take the path less traveled. She has
reached millions of people in over 75 diﬀerent countries using her music as
a tool to connect and impact people further on her mission.

Our word creates our world.

Only in our sharing that, can we start to transform our environments.

WATCH JULES PERFORM:
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